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Summary. In this article we show the results of the exploitation research of the agricultural tractor U 912. The selected indicators of the exploited agricultural tractor were balanced and compared in two one-month agricultural periods. During the first research period the tractor worked as a transport vehicle, and during the second period it took part in post-harvest crops. The results were shown in the form of time courses of chosen parameters as well as one- and two-dimensional frequency characteristics. Essential participation of idle running working time of the engine was found, which matched the distribution of power and showed that it is not optimally utilized while the tractor is working on the studied farm.
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INTRODUCTION

Agricultural tractors empirical tests in conditions of real exploitation bring on the ability of achieving a certain amount of important pieces of information, which after the proper interpretation, can effect in improvement of farming effectiveness. Analysis of the acquired tractor’s working indicators allows to show the efficiency of its use in farming, which helps to optimize the fleet of tractors and machines.

Another important reason to achieve the information, especially on the fuel consumption, is the evaluation of the engine working economics and exhaust gases emission, whose main source in agriculture are tractors. As the research indicates, the statistic data in this field are really scarce [Hansson et al. 1999, 2001].

Current measuring technique allows to decrease the amount of work in the field research which results in more and more frequent use of foreseeing and modelling of the processes taking place during the exploitation of the tractor.

The main target of the research was balancing and comparing of the chosen working indicators of the tractor U 912 exploited in two different agricultural periods.
RESEARCH METHODS

A two-month exploitation period of a tractor U 912 in one of the agricultural farms in West Pomeranian Region was the subject of the research. The tractor worked for 1819 minutes as the means of transport during the first month and for 1685 minutes in post harvest crops, during the second month of investigation. During this period the effective time of work of the tractor, fuel consumption, engine load, rotational velocity of the crankshaft and the position of the tractor were registered. A TRS – 1 (Tractor Recording System) device, designed and made by the Basic Technique Department of the Agricultural Academy in Szczecin, was used. TRS – 1 measures and registers the above mentioned parameters in real time without any maintenance of the tractor user. Properly installed module of the registering device activates itself automatically as the engine starts and turns itself off when the engine stops. Registered quantities can be saved on some data recording device or sent directly to a computer base by some transmitting device. The number of possible data collected on this data carrier corresponds with 2000 working hours that is ca 4 years of intensive exploitation of the tractor. With the direct transmitting of data to the computer the time of work of the device is unlimited. There is also possibility of registering and monitoring the data measured from more than one device at a time. Thorough specification together with the description of the device can be found in the patent application in The Polish Patent Office.

RESEARCH RESULTS

Registered indicators of the agricultural tractor have been presented and compared in the form of changes of chosen parameters in time and one- and two-dimensional frequency characteristics.

The velocity of the tractor was the first of the analysed factors. Fig. 1 and 2 present changes of velocity of the tractor under research.

Big variation of the tractor’s speed working as transportation vehicle (Fig. 1) was the result of roads infrastructure on the agricultural farm which resulted in frequent changes of the speed, accelerating and breaking.

During the work in post harvest crops, in a longer, compared to Fig. 1, time, stable ranges of velocity were being kept, especially in the intervals 4–6 km/h (Fig. 2). Those were the velocities most frequently used in field works in most cultivation technology measures.

Analysis of velocity distribution shown in Fig. 3a and 3b allows to state that in both kinds of work the essential participating part is in characterized by the range 0–5 km/h. Participation of this range of velocity in post harvest crops was the highest and took 52% of the exploitation time. As it was said earlier this fact results in the first place from cultivation technology factors, but also from the arrangement of fields under cultivation on the farm and in consequence the need to do many u-turns and aggregation of numerous equipment [Banasiak et al. 2002].

Distribution of fields under cultivation where the agro-technical measures are being taken on the farm shows the registered trajectory of the tractor movement (Fig. 4).
Fig. 1. Changes of the tractor velocity in time during transportation works

Fig. 2. Changes of tractor velocity during the post-harvest crops
Fig. 3. Velocity distribution of the tractor during: a) transportation works, b) post harvest crops

Fig. 4. Trajectory of movement of the tractor under research in the period of post harvest crops
The trajectory of tractor U 912 movement, shown in Fig. 4 complicated organization of works in which it took part. That might have led to the decrease in farming effects [Yule et al. 1999].

A second variable, identifying the rotational speed of crankshaft was introduced in order to balance the information about the power development of the tractor under observation. This allows us to achieve a two dimensional power distribution dependant on the most frequently used rotational speed of the crankshaft.

The engine under observation worked in transportation for the longest period, that is 19% of exploitation time, at the rotational speed of engine crankshaft in the range of 2000–2200 r.p.m. and corresponding power range of 10–15 kW. That is mere 17–26% of the rated power in this range of rotational speed of the engine.

![Fig. 5. Two-dimensional power distribution of an engine as a function of rotational speed of the crankshaft during transportation works](image)

The engine under observation worked in post harvest crops for the longest period, that is 16% of exploitation time at the rotational speed of engine crankshaft in the range of 400–600 r.p.m. and power range of 0–5 kW (Fig. 6).
In both cases of the analysed works, no matter what kind of work the tractor was doing, essential participation of rotational speed and characteristic loads of idle run of the engine has been confirmed. It came out as a result of the tests that the tractor under research was not effectively exploited during the essential part of the work time. Similar distribution of rotational speed of the crankshaft, without measuring the load, was achieved during the exploitation survey of the engine 359 M which is being used in the STAR 1142 vehicle. The author’s conclusions also confirmed essential participation of the idle run of the engine in the general time of exploitation [Czarnigowski et al. 2002].

Based on the conducted research I would like to state that drawing attention to the ranges of some utility indicators characteristic of a certain type of a tractor is justified. Such indicators as: driving speed, rotational speed of the crankshaft, power of the engine, etc, can be a valuable source of information in official certification research, durability tests or in optimization procedures of the tractor or engine at the production stage [Ambroziak and Piasta 1988, Wislocki 1989].

The presented analysis is based on one example of agricultural farm. Still, it allows to draw conclusions important for the optimization of work of an agricultural tractor on this farm.
CONCLUSIONS

1. Distribution of driving velocity of the agricultural tractor under research points out at essential participation of intermediate activities, especially in the post harvest crops, that is aggregating of equipment, u-turns, etc.

2. Participation of rotational speed and loads characteristic of idle run of the engine is essential, and this shows that the agricultural tractor under research was not effectively exploited during substantial part of the work time.

3. Distribution of engine load during work in transportation and post harvest crops, in the field of power supply, indicates clearly to its not full and not optimal usage.

4. To improve the efficiency of utilization of agricultural tractors, its work in light field works should be limited, increase or consolidation of fragmented soil areas of field crops should be done and in this way favourable for mechanization agricultural farm infrastructure could be achieved.
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